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Nick Lampone

Subject: Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: Happy Friday!! S&P futures are flat as we head into today’s trading. Last night, 
the Federal Reserve released their stress tests on US banks. They capped dividend payouts and banned 
buybacks through September, so banks can protect against significant loan losses. Banks performed well for 
the most part, other than Wells Fargo. Market consolidation continues as investors remain cautious on the 
economy reopening with virus cases rising. This is normal after such a runup. Trading volume has been 
strong even as the summer has started to kick into full gear. Expect heavier volume today with the Russell 
rebalances taking effect after the close (explanation-- https://bit.ly/385tjcZ ). Asia closed up except for Hong 
Kong and Europe is seeing early gains. Univ of Michigan Consumer Sentiment number is out at 10am. S&P 
Futures vs. Fair Value: -1.05, 10-Yr Yield: 0.674%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 The CEOs of major U.S. airlines are set to hold a meeting Friday to discuss several coronavirus-related 
travel issues, including a push to convince the federal government to mandate temperature checks 
for passengers.-Reuters 

 The number of workers seeking jobless benefits has held steady at about 1.5M each week so far in 
June, signaling a slow recovery for the job market as states face new infections that could impede 
getting people back to work.-WSJ 

 A credit crunch is hitting many indebted companies, and Apollo Global Management never had it so 
good. The private equity firm's shares hit an all-time high earlier this month, outperforming its peers, 
as investors bet it can invest its $40 billion of unspent capital in cash-strapped companies that are 
struggling in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic.-Reuters 

 The Trump admin has discussed a range of strategies to counter Huawei’s growth and improve 
America’s ability to compete with the Chinese telecom giant, including by calling on large US 
technology companies to acquire ERIC or NOK.-WSJ 

 Many consumers have been forced to pay for their own lifesaving treatment under shorter-term 
health plans that have seen enrollment jumps since the Trump admin relaxed restrictions on them, 
according to House Democrats.-WSJ 

 A surge of coronavirus cases in New Delhi, India’s capital and largest city, is overwhelming its health-
care system, as the world’s second-most-populous country becomes a major focus in the global 
pandemic.-WSJ 

 With the help of regulators and lawmakers, 401(k) plans are trying to become more like the old-
fashioned pension plans they replaced by moving into private equity, an illiquid investment that is 
already a staple in pensions.-WSJ 

 The biggest-ever shutdown of US shale oil production sets the stage for another historic feat: turning 
it back on again. But for battered oil stocks, reopening the taps is the tricky part—the closing off of 
wells will hit US production for years to come, as will recent halts in new drilling.-IBD 

 Target announced that is adding 750 fresh and frozen grocery items for in-store and drive up curbside 
pickup, including produce, dairy, bakery, meat, and frozen products.-USA 

 A Russian ransomware group whose leaders were indicted by the Justice Department in December is 
retaliating by targeting US government and corporate employees working from home and attempting 
to install malware on their systems.-NYT 

 Trump has lost significant ground in the six battleground states that clinched his victory in 2016, 
according to New York Times/Siena College surveys, with Joe Biden opening double-digit leads in 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.-NYT 
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 A spike of more than 1,500 coronavirus infections within days has dealt a sudden blow to Germany’s 
efforts to reopen the country, calling into question the durability of what had been widely considered 
a success story in managing the contagion in Europe.-NYT 

 US hospitals dramatically increased their purchases of dexamethasone in the past week after the 
inexpensive generic steroid was found to significantly cut lower the likelihood of Covid-19 patients 
dying, but suppliers have been unable to keep up with demand.-FT 

 Scientists have identified a new set of 68 genes associated with a high risk of developing severe 
Covid-19, adding to a growing number of genetic clues about vulnerability to the virus that are the 
result of ongoing research.-FT 

 The US Treasury sent $1.4B worth of stimulus checks to more than one million dead Americans, 
according to the Government Accountability Office, and warned of the risk of fraud in the 
government’s enhanced unemployment benefits and Paycheck Protection Program.-FT (govt. 
efficiency at its finest… I’m sure it would be fine if they ran the healthcare system, though.. just think 
of hospitals turning into DMV’s) 

 Story reports on FB’s war against Natural News—a conspiracy site that had attracted nearly three 
million followers on its Facebook page—and how after banning the site twice its content still 
manages to sneak back onto the social platform.-Recode 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Institutional Investor: A start-up looking to solve a long-time asset management problem 
https://bit.ly/2Zdov1v “research found that in active portfolios, alpha-generating investments get 
swamped by the mediocre ideas, called beta anchors, that are included by managers to reduce risk” 

 Quartz: Amazon has a new team to chase down and punish counterfeiters  https://bit.ly/37YFl8f  
 TechCrunch: Facebook tests app for making predictions about world events https://tcrn.ch/2A37ONw 

Will it predict when I need to use the bathroom? 
 Outkick: Amazon buys naming rights to Seattle arena for climate branding https://bit.ly/31itznH 

(Bezos, what a guy) 
 Adweek: Dos Equis make a ‘seis-foot’ cooler https://bit.ly/380Lgtt  

 
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot: 
 

some updates on the labor market.  

• The declines in initial unemployment claims have stalled (the chart below is not seasonally 

adjusted).  
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Including the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) claims, new filings are holding above two 

million per week.  

 

Source: @GregDaco  

• The total continuing claims are stuck near 30 million, which is almost 15% of the nation's working-

age population.  
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Source: EPI, @hshierholz  

• New job postings continue to improve.  

 

Source: @BrendonBernard_, @IndeedCanada  

Small firm employment recovery in states with rising COVID-19 cases appears to have peaked. Will 

we start seeing declines. Keep an eye on this. 
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Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics  

 

Bloomberg's consumer sentiment index is off the lows.  

 

But the bounce in confidence has been uneven across income categories. The most vulnerable are still 

getting hit the hardest. 
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The regional trends in coronavirus infections.  
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Source: @COVID19Tracking  
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Source: Commerzbank Research; Read full article 

 

Equity allocations across sectors have rebounded.  
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Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs  

However, risk parity funds' allocations remain extremely low.  

 

Source: Deutsche Bank Research  

With more Americans working from home, office property REITs have been lagging.  
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h/t Max Reyes   

The spike in options volume has been unprecedented. (Makes sense as investors look to protect recent 

gains. 

 

Source: @WSJ; Read full article  

Options traders are increasingly nervous about the November elections. Here is the VIX futures curve. 
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h/t @bennpeifert  

Investment-grade corporate credit has massively outperformed other asset classes.  

 

Source: Arbor Research & Trading  

Flows into corporate bond ETFs have been impressive.  
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Source: Arbor Research & Trading  

 

Here is the regional distribution of Apple's supply chain.  

 

Source: ANZ Research  

Sources of income for older US adults:  
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article  

Views on DACA:  
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Source: Pew Research Center; Read full article 

The most common last name by country:  
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Source: NetCredit  
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future 
results. 
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